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CHAPTER3
Experimental Setup

The construction of dedicated facilities for ion trapping and laser spectroscopy of
Ba+ and Ra+ ions is a first step towards the Ra+ precision experiments. In this
Chapter the experimental status of the experiment is discussed. A dedicated off-
line Ba+ laboratory has been constructed as well as on-line Ra+ set-ups connected
to the TRIμP beamline. Firstly, the status of the Ba+ lab will be presented.
Secondly, the production of Ra+ isotopes will be treated after which, thirdly, the
experimental set-ups in the experimental hall will be discussed. Two different
on-line set-ups have been constructed: one based on the TRIμP radio-frequency
quadrupole cooler and buncher (RFQ) and one based on a new linear Paul trap
installed at the end of a newly constructed beamline.

3.1 Ba+ Laboratory

Laser cooling and trapping of radium ions was not achieved before. A dedi-
cated barium ion laboratory has been constructed to save the limited amount
of available beam-time. Experiments are performed in this lab as precursor to
the experiments using radioactive Ra+. Barium ions are iso-electrical to Ra+ (see
Fig. 2.1) which makes it possible to use very similar transitions in the laser cooling
and spectroscopy schemes. Techniques for trapping and cooling of Ba+ are well-
established since the first measurements [46, 71, 72]. Conveniently, the Thermal
Ionizer (TI, see Section 3.2) in the experimental hall emits large quantities of Ba+
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32 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

ions per second as a by-product, which makes that Ba+ ions are easily available
for aligning and commissioning the beamline and the on-line trap facilities.

3.1.1 Ion Traps

Two different traps have been constructed and produced by the mechanical work-
shop of KVI for the Ba+ experiments: a linear trap (see Fig. 3.1) and a hyperbolic
Paul trap (see Fig. 3.2). The linear trap has been designed to function as a collec-
tor trap. It serves as a testing ground for the identical end-trap constructed later
on for on-line experiments. In this trap a large number of ions can be stored.
Buffer gases can be employed for efficient ion capture. In the near future, the
trapped ions can be extracted from the collector trap and guided into the hy-
perbolic trap using an ion guide system which has been built by the mechanical
workshop of KVI. The hyperbolic trap has been designed to create optimal trap-
ping conditions: the shape of its electrodes permits the creation of an almost
perfectly hyperbolic field. Ion capture from the collector trap can take place in
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions.

Figure 3.1: The linear Paul trap inside the vacuum chamber. On top is the
electron gun covered in a copper sheet. The lens holder is visible on the left,
partially covered with a black aperture. On the right side of the trap, opposite to
the lens, is a black cone which acts as a light baffle to reduce stray light from the
vacuum chamber.

The design of the linear Paul trap is based on the TRIμP radio-frequency
quadrupole cooler and buncher (RFQ, see Section 3.3). It consists of four rectan-
gular stainless steel rods to which the RF voltages are applied. Attached to each
of these rods are three half-moon shaped OFHC (Oxygen Free High Conductiv-
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Figure 3.2: The hyperbolic Paul trap. The electron gun (upper left corner),
barium getter source (upper right corner), and the lens holder (right lower corner)
are visible.

ity, known for its low-magnetic properties) copper electrodes that are electrically
insulated from the rods by a thin layer of Kapton® foil. The RF voltage is ca-
pacitively coupled (at ∼ 80 − 100 pF per rod) to the half-moon electrodes. The
outer electrodes are hard-wired to each other. A DC voltage is applied between
these 8 electrodes and the center 4 electrodes to provide axial confinement (see
Fig. 2.5). The radius of the trap, being half the minimum distance between the
tips of the copper electrodes, is 5.6 mm. The length of the trap is about 4 cm.

The hyperbolic Paul trap comprises three OFHC electrodes: one doughnut
shaped electrode and two end-caps (see Fig. 3.2). The design of this trap is based
on the technical drawings made available by the collaborators at IBM [73]. The
inner radius r0 of the center electrode is 2.5 mm. The electrodes are held together
in a Macor® (a ceramic) mount. Spare electrodes have been gold-coated at GSI
to prevent the creation of patch-potentials due to oxidization of the copper. The
Macor mount is attached to an OFHC copper plate that is suspended from a CF65
flange. An electron gun (Philips) and a barium getter source (SAES) provide the
Ba+ ions. The electron gun and the getter are installed on the same copper
plate as the precision trap so that careful alignment can be performed outside the
vacuum system.
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3.1.2 Trap Electronics

The electronic schematics of the linear trap are shown in Fig. 3.3. A function gen-
erator (HP 3325A) is used to produce a sine wave of typically 200 mV amplitude
which is amplified in a semiconductor amplifier and applied to a high-quality air
coil transformer. The up-transformed voltage is applied to the stainless steel rods
via vacuum feedthroughs. The DC voltages are applied using a stable power sup-
ply (Gossen Konstanter) via electric ballast inductors. The resonance frequency
of the circuit lies around 735 kHz, which is the operating frequency. A qx value
between 0.5-0.8 is used for stable trapping, implying RF voltages of V0 between
250-360 V. As an alternative to the above electronics setup, a RF source was
constructed by the electronics workshop of KVI. It is used to drive the RF trap
fields of the precision trap. This RF power source is based on Ref. [74]. It can be
tuned in voltage (0-500 V RF and DC) and frequency (1-1.5 MHz; replacement of
the air coil enables other frequency tuning ranges), has a balancing system, and it
can be switched on or off by external TTL signals. The RF power source has two
RF outputs with opposite polarity that are connected to the trap rods via vacuum
feedthroughs. An identical copy of this RF source was constructed to drive the
trapping fields of the end-trap in the experimental hall (see Section 3.4.2).

3.1.3 Vacuum System

The linear trap is mounted in a stainless steel CF150 vacuum cross. The trap
center coincides with the center of the vacuum chamber. Below the trap on the
lower flange is a 300 l/s turbo-molecular pump (TMP) which is connected to a
roughing pump that can pump down to 10−3 mbar. Buffer gases can be added
by means of a needle valve via a liquid nitrogen cold trap. A Bayard-Alpert
ionization gauge and multiple Pirani gauges are mounted for pressure monitoring
purposes. Pressures down to 1× 10−9 mbar were obtained regularly.
The precision trap is mounted in a separate vacuum chamber which can be closed
off from the main chamber using an “optically-free” all-metal gate valve (VAT).
The trap center coincides with the center of the non-magnetic vacuum cross,
custom built by PINK Gmbh. The chamber is pumped down separately from
the main CF150 vacuum chamber using a sorption pump. UHV conditions are
achieved employing an ion pump from Gamma Vacuum.

3.1.4 Ion Source

Barium ions are produced by electron bombardment of a beam of atomic barium.
For the linear Paul trap the barium atoms come from an oven which is mounted
on a flange of the vacuum chamber 6 cm from the trap. The oven is filled with
a mixture of BaCO3 and Zr with equal mass. When heated by a DC current
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Figure 3.3: Schematics of the linear Paul trap electronics. (a) DC circuit. Leg-
end: Vdc = 10 V; L = 5 mH (Ferrite, 1mm copper wire, 45 windings); R = 2.2
kΩ; r = 50 Ω. (b) AC Circuit Details. Legend: Air coil transformer M has 17
primary windings of 2 mm diameter copper wire and 90 secondary windings of 1
mm diameter copper wire; center-tap resistor Rt = 2.2 kΩ; matching capacitance
Cmatch = 3 nF; high-Q capacitance Chigh = 1.7 nF; variable capacitor Cvar =
10-80 pF; coupling capacitance Ccap = 70-90 pF; R = 2.2 kΩ; Vac = 50-200 V.
The connections RF+ and RF- are connected to electrode sets (a+, b+, c+) and
(a-, b-, c-), respectively (cf. Fig. 3.14).

through heating filaments the BaCO3 dissociates to BaO and CO2, and BaO is
reduced by Zr to yield Ba. The initial dissociation produces a sharp flash of gas
as indicated by a pressure rise in the vessel. The pressure falls to its original value
within typically a few seconds. The oven is 10 cm long and is mounted in the
center of a CF35 vacuum flange. It has a 1 mm orifice for the atomic Ba beam.
A CF150 mechanical shutter is placed downstream of the oven and can be used
to block the beam. The atomic beam is directed through the center of the trap,
where it is ionized by electrons from an electron gun that operates at a cathode
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Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the electron gun.

voltage of 950 V, an anode voltage of 100 V, and a filament voltage around 6 V
(see Fig. 3.4). With these settings an electron current of 100 nA reaches a copper
pick-up foil downstream of the trap. In the hyperbolic trap, atoms are provided
by a Nichrome barium getter (type: ST2/FR/12 FT2 10+10) from SAES, which
are subsequently ionized utilizing an electron gun. A conventional barium oven
(as described above) has been installed additionally.

3.1.5 Laser Systems

The lasers utilized for the Ba+ experiments are set up in the Ba+ lab on a floating
laser table with active self-leveling isolators. A schematic layout is shown in
Fig. 3.5. All diode lasers used in the Ra+ and Ba+ experiments are temperature
controlled with a KVI-built temperature controller (mod. 0012). The gratings,
used for frequency selection, are movable by a piezoelectric transducer controlled
by KVI mod. 0009. Precise current control is provided by the LDC2XX-X series
current controllers from Thorlabs.

The strong 6s 2S1/2 -6p
2P1/2 dipole transition is usually used for cooling bar-

ium. This transition has a vacuum wavelength of 493.4 nm and a natural linewidth
of 15 MHz. Unfortunately no single-mode diode lasers at this wavelength existed
at the time. Instead, the 493 nm light is obtained by means of frequency dou-
bling from a L980P300J diode laser from Thorlabs (980 nm; 300 mW), used in a
home-built Extended Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL) setup in Littrow configuration.
Typical output powers are 120 mW resulting in approximately 70 mW of infrared
light after passing two 40 dB optical isolators needed for stable single-mode oper-
ation while using a linear doubling cavity. This linear cavity with a periodically
poled LiNbO3 crystal (SHG8-10 from Covesion Ltd.) is used for frequency dou-
bling; quasi-phase matching is achieved. One of the cavity mirrors is movable by
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Figure 3.5: Simplified set-up of the Ba+ laser systems. Legend: PBS Polarizing
beam splitter cube; BS beam splitter plate; EO2 dielectric mirror for visible wave-
lengths; EO3 dielectric mirror for infra-red wavelengths; DM dichroic mirror; CM
cavity high-reflectivity mirror; PD photo-diode; LD laser diode; PPLN periodically
poled lithium niobate crystal; λ/2(4) half(quarter)-lambda waveplates; BD beam
dump.

a piezoelectric transducer that is part of a servo loop that locks the cavity on
maximal throughput of IR light as measured on a photo-diode. In a straightfor-
ward locking scheme, the laser piezo voltage is modulated with 5 mV depth at
9 kHz frequency. Some 1-3 mW of frequency doubled blue-green light is obtained
at a crystal temperature of 210 ℃ stabilized using a custom WHY5690 evalua-
tion board from TeamWavelength with a PT1000 thermistor. An Acousto-Optical
Modulator (AOM) is used for power stabilization of the frequency doubled light.
A DL3147-060 diode is used in ECDL configuration to provide laser light to excite
the 5d 2D3/2 -6p

2P1/2 transition at 650 nm wavelength for repump purposes. At
typical operation settings it initially produced ∼ 7 mW of red light, which is now
reduced to ∼ 4 mW due to aging of the diode. A 32 dB optical isolator with 60%
transmittance is used to prevent optical feedback.
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3.1.6 Laser Frequency Monitoring

Laser frequencies are monitored with wavelength meters of type Ångstrom WS6
(UV and IR) from HighFinesse Gmbh. The IR wavemeter is used to lock and
scan the repump laser light frequency. Locking the repump laser with the IR
wavelength meter gives a long-term stability of approximately 100 MHz over a
week, as measured with the device and corroborated with the observed constant
signal amplitude from the barium ions. A high-finesse cavity for the 987 nm light
has been installed to check the linearity of the wavelength meter while scanning
the laser light frequency for spectroscopy purposes. In the near future the 987 nm
diode laser will be referenced and locked to a laser frequency comb.

3.1.7 Light Transport

The experiment is positioned on two separate tables, one floating optical table and
one rigid table that contains the trap vacuum systems. Laser light is transported
via one single-mode optical fiber between the laser table and the trap table. This
way the lasers are uncoupled from mechanical vibrations at the trap position.
Spatial filtering in the fiber results in clean Gaussian laser beams. The red light
is overlapped with the blue-green light on a polarizing beamsplitter for this fiber
transport. The two beams are coupled into the fiber via an achromatic microscope
objective that is mounted on a 3D-movable platform. A transport efficiency of
40% for the blue-green and 10% for the red light is achieved typically. The low
coupling efficiency for the red light is mostly due to the distorted elliptical shape
of the beam. Typically 0.5 mW at 493 nm and 0.3 mW at 650 nm is available
at the trap position in a collimated beam of ∼ 1 mm width (1/e2), meaning that
the intensities can be of the order of the saturation intensity of the cooling and
repump transitions.

3.1.8 Light Detection

Fluorescence light from the ions is collected on a photomultiplier tube (PMT,
Hamamatsu R7449) through a system of lenses and apertures. The first lens is
a plano-concave lens of 60 mm focal length and 2 inch diameter that is mounted
inside the vacuum 60 mm away from the trap center. The thus collimated fluores-
cence light exits the vacuum chamber through a window and is then focused down
through an aperture of 1-5 mm that cuts away the edges of the image. Another
lens is used to collimate the light again. Finally a short-pass 500 nm filter (Thor-
labs FES500) is used to block the red light. The use of a bandpass filter around
490 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm was discontinued since the transmission at
493 nm is only 20% whereas the short-pass filter has a transmission larger than
80% at this wavelength. The efficiency of this detection system is comprised of the
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solid angle of 0.1 sr, the quantum efficiency of the PMT of 0.15, the transmission
through the filter of 0.8 and the transmission through the lens of 0.9. This yields
an overall detection efficiency ε of 10−3. A laser-cooled ion resonantly excited
by laser light beams at saturation intensities scatters ∼ 107 photons per second
and thus yields an observable signal of ∼ 104 counts per second. The stray pho-
ton count rate due the 493 nm laser light beam is minimized using the following
methods: AR coated windows are mounted on flexible bellows that enable the
reflected beam to be dumped; copper apertures are installed; and a black coated
copper foil reduces the opening angle of the first lens. The intensity of the applied
laser light is monitored with photo-diodes, enabling further power-correction.

The repump light is chopped with a mechanical chopper wheel to get an instant
background subtraction. In this way the fluorescence signal is on/off modulated.
Together with a photo-diode that measures the repump power behind the trap
two PMT count rates are obtained: one with the repump on and one without
repump light. Subtraction of these two signals yields a background-free signal
that is normalized again to the laser light power at 493 nm. Chopping frequencies
between 20 and 1000 Hz are possible. Typically a frequency below 100 Hz is
used in order to be able to measure the durations of the repump on/off pulses
accurately.

3.2 Ra+ Production

The radium isotopes 212Ra, 213Ra, and 214Ra are produced in inverse kinemat-
ics, i.e. where the target is much lighter than projectile nucleus and therefore
the velocity vector of the heavy reaction products is nearly the same as that of
the projectile. In this process a 4 mg/cm2 stationary diamond-like carbon foil
obtained from Micromatter company (see Fig. 3.6) is bombarded with an 8.3(1)
MeV/nucleon 206Pb beam with typically 3 × 1010 particles/s from the AGOR
cyclotron. The Ra isotopes emerge from the fusion-evaporation reactions 206Pb
+ 12C → 218−xRa, in which x neutrons are liberated. The production cross-
section (see Fig. 3.9) is effectively integrated over the energy range ∼ 6.5-8.3
MeV/nucleon due to energy losses of the beam in the target. Likewise, the Ra
isotopes 210Ra and 211Ra are produced in inverse kinematics by bombarding an
8.3(1) MeV/nucleon 204Pb beam of typically ∼ 1011 particles/s from the AGOR
cyclotron on 2 mg/cm2 pyrolytic graphite foils obtained from Minteq company.

The foils are mounted on a newly developed rotating wheel (see Fig. 3.7) to
distribute the energy dissipated by the beam ions. This enables a higher beam
flux than a fixed target. The target wheel rotates at 5-15 Hz, which is enough to
suppress periodic temperature fluctuations well below 100 K, see Fig. 3.8. No de-
crease in the steady-state temperature is expected beyond a rotation rate of 5 Hz.
To increase the production yield at lower beam flux, an additional 2 mg/cm2 sta-
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Figure 3.6: Target ladder with from left to right: an Al stripper foil for beam
monitoring purposes; a 4 mg/cm2 stationary diamond-like carbon foil; and a ZnS
fluorescence target used for beam alignment.

tionary diamond-like carbon foil can be added. Lastly, 209Ra is produced utilizing
a 10.3(1) MeV/nucleon 204Pb beam impinging on the rotating target at a high
flux of 2-4×1011 particles/s. The various isotopes are separated from the primary
beam and fission products in the magnetic separator [75]. They are stopped and
re-ionized to Ra+ in a Thermal Ionizer (TI) [76] with a transmission efficiency
up to 9% [77]. Rates of 200 209,210,211Ra+/s, 800 212Ra+/s, 2600 213Ra+/s, and
1000 214Ra+/s are extracted as an ion beam with an energy of 2.8 keV. The Ra+

isotopes are passed through a Wien mass-Filter (which eliminates contaminants
from the TI), and electrostatically decelerated upon injection in a (N2 or Ne)
gas-filled Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) cooler [78].

3.3 Setup in Experimental Hall (I): RFQ

3.3.1 Ion Traps

The RFQ is a very long segmented linear Paul trap [78], see Fig. 3.10. It was
designed to optimally cool, trap, and re-accelerate the low-energy beam of radioac-
tive particles extracted from the TI. It comprises three stages. The first is the
cooling stage; this has been left unaltered but small modifications have been made
to the second (“bunching”) stage to enable fine-tuning of the axial trap fields; the
third stage, meant for ion extraction, has been removed altogether for the experi-
ments described in Chapters 4 and 5. The RFQ can function as a buncher device
for future Ra+ experiments once the extraction stage is re-installed.
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Figure 3.7: (b) 2 mg/cm2 pyrolytic carbon foils mounted on the rotating target
wheel. Two slots in the wheel are left empty for beam monitoring purposes; (a,d)
zoomed-in pictures showing signs of deterioration attributed to heating by the Pb
beam; (c) backside of the rotating target wheel; and (e) schematic depicting the
beam spot (typically of diameter ∼ 5 mm).

3.3.2 Trap Electronics

The radio frequency trapping fields of the RFQ are driven by a KVI-built RF
generator that was remote controlled by a PC via a CAN interface. It can be
operated at 500 kHz and 750 kHz. It provides output voltages up to 250 V [78].

3.3.3 Vacuum System

The RFQ is mounted in three CF150 crosses, separated by copper apertures to
enable differential pumping. The extraction stage has been replaced with laser
spectroscopy equipment for on-line laser spectroscopy experiments. A smaller
extraction stage has been installed together with an AR-coated (Torr Scientific
Ltd.) optical viewport, a micro-channel plate (MCP) and silicon surface barrier
detector for particle detection, and a small CF65 75 l/s TMP. The first two stages
are also fitted with small pumps that can handle high gas loads: During normal
operation the first stage is kept at a buffer gas pressure of 10−2-10−1 mbar; the
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results showing the temperature of the 4 mg/cm2 DLC
target foils, mounted on the target wheel, as a function of time. A 1 kW Pb primary
beam with 5 mm beam spot diameter was taken as input for the simulation. The
rotation rate is 10 Hz. These calculations were performed by M. Sohani using the
COMSOL Multiphysics software package. The energy loss of the beam in the target
here is 280 W.

second stage is operated between 10−5-10−3 mbar. The background pressure
of the RFQ sections has been brought down to 1-5×10−9 mbar after extensive
baking. The trap lifetime depends on this background pressure, as well as on the
purity of the buffer gas. A liquid nitrogen cold-trap has been installed close to
the needle valves that accurately control the buffer gas flow into the two RFQ
stages. This cold-trap is employed to filter out impurities.
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Figure 3.9: Cross sections for Ra isotope production in the reaction 204,206Pb +
12C→ xRa + y n, in which y neutrons n are liberated, as a function of incident Pb
beam energy according to a simulation using the LISE++ software package [79].
The figure is a courtesy of H. W. Wilschut.

3.3.4 Ion Source

The TI is the ion source for the RFQ-based experiments [80]. A beam of stable
Ba+ is produced from the TI during beam-time preparations. Ra+ is extracted in
the same manner. Most of the beamline is electrostatic, facilitating easy switching
between stable Ba+ and radioactive Ra+. A Wien mass-filter is installed between
TI and the low-energy beamline to filter out unwanted particles produced from
the TI.

3.3.5 Laser Systems

Seven laser systems are used for the combined Ba+ and Ra+ spectroscopy. For
the 6s 2S1/2 - 6p

2P1/2 transition at 493 nm wavelength, Ti:Sa laser light at 987 nm
wavelength is routed from the TRIμP laser laboratory to the experimental hall
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Figure 3.10: The radio-frequency quadrupole cooler and buncher.

“A-cell” where it is frequency doubled in a linear doubling cavity. The 5d 2D3/2 -
6p 2P1/2 transition is addressed by a 650 nm diode laser in ECDL configuration,
see Section 3.1.5.

ECDLs are also used to drive the optical transitions (see Fig. 2.1) in Ra+.
These diode lasers are set up on a floating laser table installed in the A-cell.
Light to drive the 7s 2S1/2 - 7p

2P1/2 transitions at wavelength λ1 = 468 nm comes
from NDHA210APAE1 laser diodes from Nichia (see Fig. 3.11); the 6d 2D3/2 -
7p 2P1/2 transition at wavelength λ2 = 1079 nm is driven with light from LD-
1080-0075-1 diodes from Toptica (see Fig. 3.12); and the 6d 2D3/2 - 7p

2P3/2 line
at wavelength λ3 = 708 nm is excited with light from a HL7001MG diode from
Opnext.

3.3.6 Frequency Monitoring Systems

A femtosecond frequency comb has been made available for laser frequency mon-
itoring purposes and for future locking of all lasers used in the Ba+ and Ra+

experiments. This frequency comb (model FC1500/075 from Menlo Systems) op-
erates at (245 + x) MHz repetition rate, with 19 ≤ 4x ≤ 21 MHz applied using an
external function generator. The Ra+ and Ba+ wavelengths are monitored with
HighFinesse Ångstrom WS6 VIS and IR wavelength meters. Absolute frequency
calibration for light at λ1 is provided by an absorption line in Te2 at wavelength
468.3185 nm (no. 178 in Ref. [81]) through linear absorption in a Te2 glass cell at
450 K. Light at λ3 is calibrated by linear absorption at the P(146)(2-8) resonance
in I2 in a cell at 500 K. The frequency of the light at wavelength λ2 is determined
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Figure 3.11: Simplified set-up of the laser systems at visible wavelengths used
in on-line experiments. Legend: PBS Polarizing beam splitter cube; BS beam
splitter cube; EO2 dielectric mirror for visible wavelengths; PD photo-diode; LD
laser diode; λ/2(4) half(quarter)-lambda waveplates.

with the IR wavelength meter since no absolute reference is available at this wave-
length. The IR wavelength meter is continuously cross-referenced with a cavity of
finesse 100 and free spectral range (FSR) 5 GHz. In later experiments the TRIμP
frequency comb is used to provide an absolute frequency reference to one of the
two LD-1080-0075-1 diodes at λ2. The frequency of the second “spectroscopy” IR
diode is scanned over the 6d 2D3/2 - 7p

2P1/2 transitions while its frequency is in
turn referenced to the frequency comb via the readout of a beatnote with its twin
diode. This beatnote is typically operated at 0.5-3.5 GHz frequency (see Chapter
5).

3.3.7 Light Transport

The laser light is delivered to the ion trap via single-mode optical fibers. The laser
light at λ1 is overlapped with the laser light at 493 nm and 650 nm and is sent
to the setup via a 460HP (Thorlabs) single-mode fiber. The laser light beams at
λ2 are overlapped and are sent through a 1060XP (Thorlabs) single-mode optical
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Figure 3.12: Simplified set-up of the repump laser systems used in on-line exper-
iments. The second laser at 1080 nm was not yet installed when data was taken
for Chapter 4. Legend: see Figs. 3.5 and 3.11.

fiber. The beams are overlapped on the experimental table using polarizing beam
splitters and a dichroic mirror and are sent axially through the trap to minimize
scattered light. They are focused to 1 mm diameter at the trap location. Typical
laser beam powers P at the trap center are P (λ1) = 300 μW, P (λ2) = 600 μW,
and P (λ3) = 150 μW.

3.3.8 Light Detection

The fluorescence light is imaged with a single lens of focal length f = 30 mm
inside the vacuum through a low-pass filter with 80% transmission for wave-
lengths shorter than 500 nm (Thorlabs FES0500) onto the photocathode of a
PMT (Hamamatsu R7449). The collection solid angle is 0.4 sr. A copy of
this setup is used to image scattered light at 382 nm from the Ra+ 7s 2S1/2 -
7p 2P3/2 transition. In this case a band pass filter at 380 nm (Thorlabs FB380-10)
with 25% transmission is used.
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3.4 Setup in Experimental Hall (II): End-Trap

A dedicated setup was constructed after the successful laser spectroscopy of
trapped Ra+ ions in the RFQ. This setup has been designed for experiments
employing few or single laser-cooled ions in precision ion traps. The RFQ can be
replaced with a drift-tube. The radioactive beam from the TI (or RFQ) is de-
flected on a electrostatic mirror at the switchyard point installed in the low-energy
beamline (LEB line, see Fig. 10.1 in the Appendix), after which it is guided and
focused on an ion trap, see Figs 3.13 and 3.14. A particular advantage of this
setup is that other experiments utilizing the TRIμP LEB line are not disrupted.

3.4.1 Ion Traps

The ion trap at the end of the beamline is a linear Paul trap, identical to the one
described in Section 3.1. The trap is loaded via a small drift tube in which ions
are slowed down from their initial 2.8 keV to some few eV. They are captured
subsequently in the neon buffer gas filled trap. First commissioning experiments
were performed with Ba+. The results obtained from an on-line commissioning
experiment using Ra+ are discussed below.

drift tube

deceleration lens
ion trap

Figure 3.13: Layout of the end part of the new LEB line. Shown here are the
drift tube, lenses, the deceleration lens, and the linear Paul trap. The figure is a
courtesy of M. Lindemulder.
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EL1 EL2 EL3 EL4 EL5 EL6

EL7

a+  b+  c+

a-   b-   c-
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Figure 3.14: Electronics layout of the last part of the new LEB line including the
end-trap. Legend: EL1 entrance tube; EL2 lens; EL3 deceleration lens; EL4 drift
tube; EL5, EL6 lens; EL7 final deceleration lens; RF± rectangular stainless steel
rods; a±,b±,c± half-moon shaped OFHC copper electrodes (cf. Fig. 3.3).

3.4.2 Trap Electronics

A second KVI-built RF power source (see Section 3.1.2) is used to drive the RF
trap fields. The DC axial fields are applied via computer-controlled EHQ modules.
The second drift tube produces a pick-up current that is mitigated by low-pass
filters. Modifications were made to enable fast switching of the axially confining
field.

3.4.3 Vacuum System

The custom-built non-magnetic CF150 vacuum cross from PINK Gmbh is pumped
by a 300 l/s TMP (KYKY). The large pumping speed enables fast removal of the
buffer gas present in the trap.

3.4.4 Light Detection

Fluorescence light from the ions is collected on a PMT (Hamamatsu R7449)
through a system of lenses and apertures identical to the ones described above
for the Ba+ laboratory. The first lens is a plano-concave lens of 60 mm focal
length and 2 inch diameter that is mounted inside the vacuum 60 mm away from
the trap center. Several copper apertures have been installed at the entrance and
exit AR viewports to reduce stray light from the laser beam at λ1. Additionally,
the exit viewport is mounted on a bellows that enables careful redirection of the
reflected laser light, thus minimizing stray light.
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The description of the topics: Ion source; laser systems; and light transport
to the trap can be found in Section 3.3.

3.4.5 Commissioning Experiments

Optical signals from trapped 212,213Ra+ ions were observed during commissioning
experiments. For these experiments the frequency of the light of the laser operat-
ing at λ1 was kept on or close to the 7s 2S1/2 -7p

2P1/2 resonance (7s 2S1/2 F = 1-
7p 2P1/2 F

′ = 0 for 213Ra+) while the frequency of the light of the laser oper-
ating at λ2 was scanned over the 6d 2D3/2 - 7p

2P1/2 resonance (6d 2D3/2 F = 1
- 7p 2P1/2 F

′ = 0 for 213Ra+). The wavelength of the laser operating at λ2 was

measured using the HighFinesse Ångstrom WS6 IR wavelength meter. Typical
line shapes are depicted in Figs. 10.2 in the Appendix. The size of the signal
is indicative of a small trapped particle number. This in turn implies a lower
efficiency of ion capture from the LEB line for the end-trap than for the RFQ (see
Chapters 4 and 5). The end-trap setup meanwhile has been modified to include
resonant capture of incoming ions. This method is expected to result in significant
increase in capture efficiency. However, the end-trap setup has been designed for
few or single ion spectroscopy and as such efficiency is not a defining issue.

3.5 Data Acquisition and Control

The data acquisition system employs the VME computer bus standard; the VME64
crates are equipped with a commercial A15B (MAN) processor module. In the
Ba+ laboratory a VMEbus crate with a scaler module (SiS 3830) and an I/O
trigger module (Caen 977) is used. In the more recent Ra+ experiments an addi-
tional Caen 977 I/O module has been employed to trigger servo motors that are
installed to block the individual laser light beams for calibration.
Analog data (e.g. PD voltages) are recorded together with digital data (e.g. PMT
counts) using scaler modules. Analog voltage signals are converted to a frequency
using Voltage to Frequency Converters (VFCs). A new 6-channel VFC module
with a NIM standard power supply has been built at KVI. It has a baseline out-
put at 100 kHz and a bandwidth of 100 kHz. Its voltage to frequency sensitivity
can be selected between 1 kHz/V and 1000 kHz/V. Temperature stability within
0.2◦C is crucial for these analog devices. The readout of the scalers occurs at a
frequency of 10 Hz. Experimental measurement set-ups at TRIμP are fully net-
work integrated and accessible from within a single software environment. To this
end a data acquisition and control (DAQ) system has been developed. A master
system handles the storage of the data and the sending of the data through the
network. The name of this master system is CADDIE which stands for Control
And Distributed Data-acquisition Integrated Environment. It is written in the
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Figure 3.15: Schematic overview of a part of the TRIμP DAQ systems. The black
arrows represent data flows.

C++ programming language. CADDIE can also be used to merge data streams.
For example, for on-line Ra+ experiments the wavelength meters are read out
with separate instances of CADDIE. These data streams are merged with the
data stream from the VMEbus modules (scaler and trigger modules as described
above). The instance of a data-stream merging CADDIE is named CatchCADDIE
(see Fig. 3.15).

The software framework ROOT is used for data handling. It has been de-
veloped at CERN. ROOT houses object-oriented programs, the source code of
which is written in C++. These classes provide powerful tools for rigorous on-
and off-line analysis of data-streams coming from CADDIE. The control of the
experimental setups can be integrated into this framework as well. A C++ pro-
gram (Bogey, see Fig. 3.15) that extends the ROOT framework to communicate
with CADDIE has been developed at KVI.




